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CUBED NUMBERS
In our maths we have been looking at cubed numbers
and been working out problems like 3 cubed. These
problems were tricky and that you had to concentrate.

Graphic Novels

RED NOSE DAY & BOOK FAIR

We have been creating graphic novels. We made one for
the parents who helped us when we go swimming (which
was really fun for me). In our graphic novels we decided
to include the whole journey which was arriving at QMC,
getting on the bus and getting off the bus. We tried to put

On Red nose day our school raises money, if
you want, you can bring in some money to
dress up and bring in a red nose. It was a lot of
fun and worth bringing in a red nose and
dressing up. We raised a lot of money for
comic relief helping children.

all our effort into these graphic novels.

By Archie

Our school also held a book fair; raising
money to get books to read in school. We
learnt that we are lucky for having books.
Never be ungrateful to have books as some
people don’t have books.
By Ella

SCIENCE
In science this week we carried out an experiment. Our experiment was to see which helicopter would drop
the fastest: the one with the bigger wings or the smaller wings? We had to draw out a plan. We were asked to
draw out a table to record the results. Our results were that the bigger ones went slower and the smaller ones
were faster because they presented less air resistance. We also tested air resistance by getting a small piece of
A4 paper then we got A2 paper and we got A1 cardboard. We ran with them in front of us outside to see which
one was the easiest to run with. The easiest one to run with was the A4 as it was the smallest. The hardest one
to run with was the A1 cardboard, it had the biggest surface area, and made from cardboard, the A2 piece of
paper wasn’t to light, wasn’t too hard, and was easier to run with than the A1.
By George

